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e- *A) DU4ring this period flying was limited to 10 hours because of un-
m Fvorable weather conditions. We continued to photograph the RGV
S 1.'aes and completed line 19. That provides 60 per cent of the
pl,.nned coverage. The slow rate at which we have been able to
t .lauct these flights due to unfavorable weather conditions will
Z r ;iuce the value of this photography somewhat since set c.' va-
o ;iations over the prolonged period required for one comip..:: a
.coverage will obscure some detail. The Mission Test Site ...s
M U photographed during a Skylab 4 pass as well as the Delta La.e
P u Test Site.
14 14 (B) Since the final Skylab 4 Data take was collected during this period,
I 4 4 , we will be using only aerial photography for the remainder of th%
program. It will be used to observe seasonal changes in our area,
Sas well as completing the RGV map in color infrared.
o ~ O (C) During the last reporting period the valley had a hard freeze which
H jCN should provide distinct contrasts that will aid identification of
aE- pertinent factor. We are watching closely the regrowth of the citrus
S4 trees, as well as other crops and host plants of agricultural pests.
From aerial photography we are able to define and delimit the areas
Hz H 6 *' that were hardest hit by the freeze. It is anticipated that this
H~ o .information will provide valuable assistance in the interpretation
O of Skylab 4 data collected at this time.
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2(D) 9Chave ground truth and aircraft data concerning orchards damaged
bJ the freeze and to what extent. This may provide data on how
ZErJtously fruit production will be affected during the coming year.
T~ nay also be possible to -alat=: this to insect problems during the
ing season. The Skylab photographs taken this monrt ghould pro-
Sj.e the most useful data to date since the freeze took out many
..nflicting signatures. This should significantly improve our inter-
?retation capability.
,E) 1he completion of the objectives of the experiment will be dependent
on the data received from Skylab 4. Aircraft flights will be con-
tinued to evaluate the influence of the freeze on the various crops
and the pests associated with them. This data can them be related
back to Skylab 4 data when it is received. We are encouraged by the
fact that the S-190B system was used to collect data over our test
site area.
(F) Travel was very limited during this period.
